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Abstract

Taking into account stage-structure for predator and periodic pulse at different fixed moment, a delayed predator–prey system
with square root functional response is investigated in this paper. Sufficient conditions for the global attractivity of the mature
predator-extinction periodic solution are obtained. Further, by using theories of impulsive differential equation and delay differen-
tial equation, we investigate the permanence of this system. Finally, examples and numerical simulations are given to show that
time delays and pulses play an important role in the dynamics which makes the system be more complex.
c⃝ 2015 International Association for Mathematics and Computers in Simulation (IMACS). Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights

reserved.
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1. Introduction

In recent management of renewable natural resources, biologists have been aware of the possibility that suitable
stocking and harvesting can alter the genetic pattern of resources and play a key role in the permanence of ecosys-
tems [12]. As a matter of fact, human harvesting or stocking always happens in a short time or instantaneously,
hence the continuous action of human should be replaced. Recently, impulsive differential equations have been exten-
sively used to the models in chemistry, engineering, biology, physics and other sciences, with particular emphasis on
population dynamics [7,14,22–24], and more complex models are developed and applied to the field of agricultural
management [10,16,17,19,20].

Actually, many species have the life history that goes through two stages: immature and mature, which have many
behavioral differences between them. For example, an immature predator has no ability to capture its prey directly,
and it needs time to get the ability. Therefore, it is more rational to model predator–prey system by stage-structured
model, where the stage-structure is modeled by using a constant time delay. Aiello and Freedman [1] studied a basic
stage-structured single-species model as follows,

y′

1(t) = ky2(t) − ke−dτ y2(t − τ) − dy1(t),
y′

2(t) = ke−dτ y2(t − τ) − ηy2
2(t),
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where y1(t) and y2(t) represent the immature and mature population densities, respectively, at any time t > 0. Here
they let τ be the maturation time delay, ke−dτ y2(t − τ) represents the number of immature population who is born
at time t − τ and survive at time t . In recent years, the dynamics of mathematical models with stage-structured
prey–predator model has been extensively studied, which greatly enriched biological background [11,25,28].

In real world, mathematical population models take many forms. Depending on the time scale and space structure
of concrete problem, it can be modeled by integral equations, different equations, ordinary differential equations, im-
pulsive differential equations [18], partial differential equations, delay differential equations [29], or the combination
of these forms [5,6,9], and these equations exhibit well known properties which are consistent with the real world.
Jiao and Meng [13] proposed a delayed stage-structured predator–prey system with impulsive stocking prey, which is
given by

x ′(t) = x(t)(a − bx(t)) −
βx(t)

1 + αx(t)
y2(t),

y′

1(t) = k
βx(t)

1 + αx(t)
y2(t) − ke−wτ βx(t − τ)

1 + αx(t − τ)
y2(t − τ) − wy1(t),

y′

2(t) = ke−d1τ
βx(t − τ)

1 + αx(t − τ)
y2(t − τ) − d3 y2(t) − Ey2(t)


t ≠ nT .

x(t+) = x(t) + µ,

y1(t
+) = y1(t),

y2(t
+) = y2(t),

 t = nT, n = 1, 2, . . . .

(1.1)

In model (1.1), x(t), y1(t) and y2(t) represent the densities of prey, immature predator and mature predator at
time t , respectively. Parameter a > 0 is the intrinsic growth rate of prey, b > 0 is the coefficient of intraspecific
competition, β is capture rate of mature predator, k is conversion rate of nutrients into the reproduction of the mature
predator, w and d3 are death rates of immature predator and mature predator, respectively. τ is a constant time delay
to maturity, 0 < E < 1 is the effect of continuous harvesting for predator, and µ is impulsive stocking amount of prey
at time t = nT, n = 1, 2, . . . . The predation term βx(t)

1+αx(t) is Holling type II functional response of the predator to
prey. More details about this function see [4]. The authors assumed that immature individuals and mature individuals
are divided by age τ , and immature individual predators do not feed on prey and do not have the ability to repro-
duce. By constructing suitable Lyapunov functional, they obtained sufficient conditions of the global attractivity of
predator-extinction boundary periodic solution and the permanence of system (1.1), which showed that the behavior
of impulsive stocking prey played an important role in the permanence of this system.

However, if examining the more complicated case that the prey exhibits herd behavior, i.e., the predator interacts
with the prey along the outer corridor of the herd of prey, then the predation term in (1.1) cannot more accurately
reflect the dynamic behavior of individuals. As Ajraldi and Pittavino [2] argued that, it was more appropriate to model
the response functions of prey that exhibited herd behavior in terms of the square root of the prey population, which
may be entirely fitting for herbivores on a large savanna and their large predators. Subsequently, Braza [4] proposed
the following predator–prey model:

x ′(t) = x(t)(a − bx(t)) −
β
√

x(t)

1 + α
√

x(t)
y2(t),

y′(t) = k
β
√

x(t)

1 + α
√

x(t)
y(t) − dy(t).

(1.2)

By simplifying assumption, the author studied the case of α = 0 in (1.2) and found that the solution’s behavior
of this case was subtle and more interesting than standard models. In real world, as the authors [3,8,26,27] pointed
out, for consideration of the behavior that the interaction between predator and prey affects mainly prey individuals
occupying the outermost positions in the herd, since the prey individuals staying on the boundary of the herd are in
number proportional to the length of the perimeter of the ground area of the herd, while the perimeter is proportional
to the square root of the area, it is reasonable to describe the model with herd behavior by square root term. We know
that the impulsive and stage-structure play an important role in making a realistic model, and there is no impulsive
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